DRAFT Guideline

Aeration Operation Records

To monitor the effect of the aeration equipment, it is important to have detailed data on the time
the equipment has been operating.
The operation of the paddle wheels in pond 1 is compared to the combined effect of the paddle
wheels and solar pumps in pond 2. The aeration in pond 1 will follow the CP recommendations. In
case of the solar pumps, the farm manager may vary the use of paddle wheels and solar pumps to
achieve the best water quality results. Where possible one or more paddle wheels may be stopped
to save on diesel. The use of the solar pumps should be maximised for the maximum aeration effect.
During the day the solar pumps should be operated. However the operation needs to be planned in
a way so that by sunset the batteries are fully charged. This way aeration capacity is maximised
during the night when aeration is important to avoid lack of oxygen.
Use of format:
In the format each hour the number of minutes that the outflow of the water tower or of the pumps
is running is recorded. The time is estimated to the nearest 10 minutes. If the pump or paddle wheel
was running the whole hour, then just a V is placed in the corresponding cell of the format. At the
bottom of the table the amount of water that is pumped over the 24 hrs is recorded. From the total,
the amount of water per outflow can be calculated. The volume is either read from the water flow
meters or in case of direct flow from the pumps to the pond, a calibration of the flow is done with a
large bucket or drum.
The times are recorded starting at 6 am, 6 am or sun rise is the time when the DO is lowest. That is
why it is expected that the period 6 am to 6 am will be more convenient than the period from
midnight to midnight.
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Dissolved Oxygen (DO) and Temperature

Dissolved oxygen ( DO) is an important parameter in shrimp culture. It varies over the day and
affects the feeding activity of the shrimp. When the DO is too low, feeding will be reduced and as a
result the shrimp will grow less and shimp may even die.
DO can be increased by aeration. In main objective of this experiment is to assess the effect of
aeration on DO. Therefore, the DO needs to be monitored in great detail.
Oxygen is produced by plants during the day. After sunset the algae use more oxygen than is
produced and the oxygen level in the water drops. The use of oxygen by all organisms is fairly
constant and therefore it is expected that the DO will gradually decrease from sunset to sunrise and
will at sunrise start to rise again.
Stratification
Due to differences in temperature or salinity, there can develop different layers in the water column.
These layers do not mix unless water movement is applied. This effect is called stratification. To
identify stratification, the DO needs to be measured on various levels. 6 levels are proposed, from 3
inches from the bottom, to 6 inch, 1 feet, 2, 3 and 4 feet and at 2 inch below the surface. The total
number of depths is seven.
Equipment
The DO is measured with a digital DO probe. This probe measures the DO fast and accurate.
Calibration of the probe is required as per the manual.
The DO probe has a cable which is connected to a straight PVC pipe with markings every 3 inch. The
markings assist to determine the distance of the probe to the bottom.
The temperature is measured with a separate temperature probe which should also be connected to
a cable. For temperature the same form can be used. In the format the DO should be crossed out
and the temperature circled.
The DO is taken at 7 depths and at 5 locations. 5 locations are required to monitor any differences in
DO in various locations of the pond.
Use of the format:
7 depths in 5 locations in 2 ponds need to be recorded.
This is quite time consuming. It is therefore important to not wait too long for the probe to stabilise.
As soon as the probe varies between two decimals, there is no need to wait more. The highest result
should be selected. This to have a consistent result.
The DO data are collected at 6 am, 9 am, 12 noon, 3 pm, 6 pm, 9 pm.
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Feeding and feed adjustment
One of the biggest problems in shrimp farming management is overfeeding. Farmers believe that
providing more feed will produce more shrimp. Overfeeding is actually the cause of many pond
water quality and shrimp disease problems.
In the shrimp pond, there are microorganisms that keep the pond ecosystem in a balance state.
Excess inputs in the form of feed and the resulting wastes (faeces, other metabolic wastes such as
ammonia, nitrite, nitrate and carbon dioxide) are being neutralised by microorganisms, algae and
plants. If there is too much feed in the pond, the limited amount of microorganisms in the pond will
not be able to handle the sudden increase in nutrient inputs, and the excess feed will pollute the
water.
Farmers need to find ways to reduce costs to maintain profitability. One possibility for cost reduction
is to manage feed consumption without affecting shrimp growth and total harvest.
Feed conversion
The feed-conversion ratio (FCR) is a measure of shrimp’s efficiency in converting feed mass into
increased body mass. FCR is defined as the mass of the food eaten divided by the body mass gain, all
over a specified period. For P. monodon, the typical feed-conversion ratio is 1.8.
FCRs are important because higher FCR values indicate not only that feed was not used efficiently
and that too much money was used on feed, but also that uneaten feed has contaminated the pond.
A high FCR means more feed waste and costs, which leads to lower profitability for the farm.
Use of feeding trays
Feeding trays are used to avoid overfeeding in aquaculture production systems. They are sometimes
used to deliver 100% of the feed and other times to evaluate broadcast feeding efficiency with a
small number of trays.
In the CP system 6% of the feed is offered in feeding trays. On a daily basis feed consumption in the
feeding trays is evaluated. Based on the percentage consumed, the amount of feed for the next day is
calculated. The amount of feed in each feeding tray is calculated separately.
Two ponds: The feed and feeding adjustments in the two experimental ponds should follow the same
system. However, on the basis of different amounts of feed consumed and on the basis of differences
in estimated biomass the provided feed in pond 1 and 2 can be different.
Use of recording format:
The amount of feed consumed depends on various factors. To understand variations in feed
amounts it is important to record factors that could affect feed consumption. In the format are
included average temperature, rain, clouds and moulting.
Temperature: water temperature is recorded in a separate format. In this format an estimate of the
average temperature is recorded to be able to compare with other days. This means that
temperature should be determined every day by the same method. Here the temperature at midday
can be used. Other method proposed?

Rain: Rain has an effect on the temperature and salinity of the water and therefore on the
consumption of feed. The total amount of rain from 6 am to 6 am the next day needs to be recorded
in a container placed near the experimental site. There should be no structures nearby the influence
the amount of rain that enters the container. A container with a large opening needs to be used and
the amount of rain in the container needs to be measured on a daily basis at 6 am with a container
that has a volume scale.
Cloud: Cloudy weather has an effect on sun light and on temperature. Therefore cloud cover needs
to be recorded to observe if there is a relation with feed consumption. Average cloud cover should
be estimated based by observations at 9, 12 and 15 hrs and indicated at either 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% or
100%.
Moulting: Based on the moon cycle and water quality their may occur peaks in moulting of shrimp.
Moulting affects feeding. Therefore, it is important to recognise moulting and to anticipate a
decrease in feed consumption.
In the format the 4 feeding trays are monitored individually. The amount provided is recorded in the
first section. Then the amount of feed that is remaining is recorded in the middle section. The weight
of the remaining feed is estimated and subtracted from the amount of feed provided to know the
actual amount of feed given. Based on the CP system and on experience, including the expected
weather conditions of the next day, the feed amounts for the next day are calculated and recorded
in the third section.
Feeding trays help to monitor use of feed. However, there are various advantages and disadvantages
to consider in the use of feeding trays.
Advantages of Feeding Trays
• Better monitoring leading to use of less feed and reduced costs
• Improved water quality, due to less leftover feed, which supports increased stocking density,
greater yield and reduced environmental pollution.
• Better observation of the shrimp for monitoring of growth and health which helps to set feed
rates, health management and harvesting times.
• Observation of non-stocked species which prey on shrimp or compete for feed.
Disadvantages of Feeding Trays
• Feed removed from trays by shrimp that consume only a portion of it can lead to misinterpretation
and overfeeding.
• Based on feeding tray observation the shrimp may receive not enough feed. It is important to
observe feeding, pond conditions and growth jointly to know what the actual situation is. If the
water quality is good, then there is scope to increase feeding rate unless the shrimp are already
growing at their maximum rate. Does CP provide an optimal growth curve for the shrimp?
• When broadcast feeding is based on a few sample feeding trays in the ponds, there is considerable
opportunity to significantly underfeed or overfeed the shrimp.
Feeding frequency
According to the CP system, four times feed is given per day, at 6 a.m., 11 a.m., 5 p.m. and 10 p.m.

Respectively 25%, 20%, 30% and 25% of the daily amount is normally given, however this may
change depending on feed consumption.
Conclusion:
It is important to monitor closely the amount of feed given to be able to calculate the FCR and the
cost of feeding. Too much feed may lead to higher costs and reduced growth due to poor water
quality. Based on experience the farm manager should try to anticipate reduced feed consumption
due to rain, low temperature or high percentage of moulting shrimp and adjust feeding the same
day and not wait until the next day.
Both ponds should follow the same system to calculate the next days feed amount, to be able to
compare performance of the two ponds.
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Acidity / pH

Like DO, pH fluctuates with the intensity of photosynthesis. This is because carbon dioxide (CO2)
increases during the night due to respiration by all aquatic animals as well as net production by
plants including algae. Since carbon dioxide is acidic, pH is low when carbon dioxide is high. The rate
of CO2 production depends on the density of organisms. The rate of CO2 consumption during the
day time depends on phytoplankton density. The consumption of CO2 during photosynthesis causes
pH to peak in the afternoon and the accumulation of CO2 during dark causes pH to be at its
minimum before dawn.
The pH should be monitored before dawn for the low level and in the afternoon for the high level.
The magnitude of fluctuation is dependent upon the density of organisms producing and consuming
CO2 and on the buffering capacity of pond water (greater buffer capacity at higher alkalinity). i.e.,
the fluctuation of pH is less in pond water of higher alkalinity. An alkalinity above 20 ppm CaCO3 is
preferred in prawn/shrimp ponds. A high fluctuation of pH would cause stress to culture organisms.
Normally, pH should maintain a daily fluctuation within a range of 0.5 difference. A high pH (greater
than pH 9) is dangerous as ammonia toxicity increases rapidly with a high pH.
Use of the format:
As per the format the pH will be recorded at 3 depths, at 3 inch from the bottom, at 2 feet from the
bottom and at 2 inch under the surface.
Equipment:
The pH is measured with a pH probe. The available pH probe has no cable. Therefore, a farm staff will
need to collect the samples manually by diving. If available a special sampling device can be
purchased. This type of device would be able to collect samples from a specific depth without a
person having to go under the water. Usually this is done with a container on a stick. The container is
opened under water at the required depth with a rope. The container closes with a spring system.
The timing of the pH sampling will be 6 am, 12 noon and 6 pm.
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Relation sunlight - electricity use – electricity stored Records

To monitor the efficiency of the aeration equipment, it is important to have detailed data on the
amount of sunlight and the resulting time the equipment can operate.
The use of the solar pumps should be maximised for the maximum aeration effect. During the day
the solar pumps should be operated. However, the operation needs to be planned in a way so that
by sunset the batteries are fully charged. This way aeration capacity is maximised during the night
when aeration is important to avoid lack of oxygen.
Use of format:
In the format each hour the number of minutes that the outflow of the water tower or of the pumps
is running is recorded. The time is estimated to the nearest 10 minutes. If the pump or paddle wheel
was running the whole hour, then just a V is placed in the corresponding cell of the format.
In the first main column the hours of sunlight (without clouds) are recorded. This will provide a
relation between amount of sunlight and solar energy production.
In the second column the number of hrs of operation of the pumps is recorded.
In the third column the status of the charge controller is recorded. This data will help to plan to
reserve enough charge in the batteries for night operation.
The times are recorded starting at 6 am, 6 am or sun rise is the time when the DO is lowest. That is
why it is expected that the period 6 am to 6 am will be more convenient than the period from
midnight to midnight.

